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We believe the right workplace ampli-

fies the potential of any business. By 

enabling workstations to adapt, 

spaces to flow intuitively, and evenly 

balance private and shared workspac-

es, Avail enables better communica-

tion and provides a sense of harmony 

that leads to higher productivity, 

happier people and healthier profits.

An e�cient workplace is an e�ec-

tive workplace. Greater accessibili-

ty and mobility helps you achieve 

more with less, by making better 

use of your available workspace. 

This enables increased headcount, 

reduced clutter, clearer focus, 

enhanced productivity and profit-

ability.



Adaptability, versatility, customization – these are 

the keys to a modern, multifunctional workplace. 

Avail makes any o�ce environment a more 

future-friendly work environment. O�ce flexibility 

ensures that your space can evolve with the 

needs of your business.

Whether it’s quick spontaneous 

meetings or large inclusive work-

shops, people need spaces to com-

municate, to work together and build 

the sense of community that drives 

businesses. People achieve more 

when they work together. It’s really 

that simple. 







Avail Bench solution provides personal 

space while facilitating convenient and 

e�cient communication. E�cient use of 

space increases the number of employ-

ees, save cost and can change easily 

with your business needs. This highly 

flexible system can assemble and 

disassemble easily to change from a 

focused workspace to a collaborative 

workspace.



Avail Bench with it’s standard compo-

nents can easily change from worksta-

tion to a conference table. So now you 

can instantly meet your evolving needs 

as your business changes.





Open platform encourages discussion and collaboration at the 

workplace. Select a base and build a comprehensive benching 

solution which will inspire team spirit. This tasteful design can 

accommodate individual needs as well as needs of an entire 

team.





With it’s simple structure yet extensive functionality, the 

Avail Conference Table is the perfect setting for meetings. 

Cables pass from the floor level to the tabletop via an 

ingenious in-fill integrated into the intermediate leg. 

Co-operate, discover and discuss in an environment that 

encourages dialouges, while helping to build bridges 

across the organisation.



Cables pass easily from the floor to tabletop
through Avail ingenious in-fill system.



Avail o�ers personal and extendable workplaces to accom-

modate the needs of every executive. A sleek, free standing 

desk provides space for crucial decision making and 

pertinent planning.







E�ciency is built into A30+A50 system 

with panels, that are shipped fully assem-

bled, providing easy installation and 

simple reconfiguration. A30+A50 panel 

accessories and Avail Storage solutions, 

seamlessly integrate to build an e�cient 

and high performance work space, 

where work tools are within arm’s length.



Combo Storage



Realizing e�ective collaboration and 

communication while keeping a proper 

space to focus on individual tasks, is the 

chief challenge of modern day o�ce 

designs. Multiple combinations of 

A30+A50, perfectly balance the essen-

tials of focus, communication and 

teamwork.

Combo Storage

Combo Storage



Avail 66



Team Space Solution

Individual Space Solution

Collaborative Space Solution

Simple to install and reconfigure, Avail 

66 is an ideal choice for o�ces with high 

degree of variability. It can be easily 

adapted to suit changing workplace 

needs with e�cient movable compo-

nents, attaining required workplace 

harmony.



Flexibility & simplicity, functionality and 

aesthetics, are all characteristics of a 

contemporary workplace and Avail 66 

personifies each of these characteristics. 

It has been designed to seamlessly 

adapt, to the changing workplace trends.

Space Saver Organized

Seamless integration with A30 provides for e�cient 

utilization of real estate

Accessory rails have been provided for a better organized 

workplace and adapting to individual work



Clean Fit Finish Clutter Free Experience

Global manufacturing capabilities ensures flawless fit finish Footed Panels provide for a visually open workplace 

breaking the common o�ce clutter
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Frame Heights:
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A Leg Mini Tria Leg



fabric panel
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laminate panel

Frame Heights:

Frame Widths:

906, 1056, 1206, 1506, 1656

600, 750, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800

A Leg Mini Tria Leg



Clear glass screen

A Leg Mini Tria Leg
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